The interaction of ferredoxin-NADP reductase (FNR) and ferredoxin (Fd) results in an enhanced rate of reaction and a shift of the pH optimum for the FNR-mediated diaphorase reaction. Low concentrations of NaCI (<100 millimolar), favorable for formation of the FNR:Fd complex, further magnify the alteration of the diaphorase reaction; the activity is enhanced 3-fold and pH optimum is shifted from 9.5 to 7.8. The Fdstimulated diaphorase activity of FNR may result either from a conformational change of the enzyme and/or from a transition from a two electron to a one electron reaction.
The enzyme FNR2 catalyzes the physiological photoreduction of NADP by PSI but exhibits also NADPH-Cyt c reductase and NADPH diaphorase activity; in the latter reaction an artificial oxidant, such as DCPIP or potassium ferricyanide, serves as the electron acceptor (2, 10, 19) . The diaphorase reaction differs from the two other FNR-dependent reactions wherein the active catalyst is a 1: I complex between FNR and Fd in a ratio of 1: 1 (14, 15, 17) . In previous studies, the effect of salt on the interaction between FNR and Fd resulted either in inhibition or stimulation of the diaphorase activity of FNR (5, 14) . However, this effect was not further analyzed. In this report we describe two major changes in the diaphorase activity of FNR caused by its interaction with Fd; the activity is enhanced and the optimum pH of the reaction is lowered. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The addition of a saturating concentration of Fd (1 1 AM) to the FNR-mediated diaphorase reaction resulted in enhancement of the reaction rate (Fig. 1) . Further, the pH optimum for the reaction was shifted from pH 9.5 in the absence of Fd to pH 7.8 (in low salt medium; <40 mm NaCl). FNR-mediated diaphorase activity was measured at pH 7.2 as a function ofFd concentration in the presence of different concentrations of NaCl (Fig. 2) . A gradual increase in FNR-mediated diaphorase activity was observed with 40 mm and 100 mm NaCI, whereas 200 mm NaCl inhibited the activity. A similar stimulation of FNR-mediated diaphorase activity by Fd at low salt concentration was reported by Nelson and Neumann (15) , Bookjans et al. (3), and Nakamura and Kimura (13) . In contrast, inhibition of FNR-mediated diaphorase activity in the presence of Fd was also reported (4, 14) , and explained as competition between Fd and NADPH for the same binding site on the FNR.
The Fd-stimulated diaphorase activity of FNR is specific for NADPH; NADH is essentially inactive (Table I ). When the FNR was purified further by ion exchange chromatography on diethylaminoethylcellulose, a similar pattern of the Fd-stimulated diaphorase activity of FNR was observed, and is shown in Figure   3 .
A comparison of two activities catalyzed by FNR, NADPH Cyt c reduction, and NADPH diaphorase obtained with the partially purified FNR is presented in Figure 3 . Both reactions responded similarly to NaCl and the highest activities were obtained at about 100 mM NaCl. Fd is involved catalytically in the Cyt c reduction and the pH optimum is 7.2 in the presence of low salt concentration (Melamed-Harel and Tel-Or, unpublished; see also 7, 12) . The FNR-mediated diaphorase activity is higher at pH 9.0 in the absence of Fd (2, 9, 19) and at pH 7.2 in its presence. The results in Figure 3 demonstrate that both these effects of Fd are abolished at higher concentrations of salt (>0.3 M). It is known that the Fd:FNR complex is salt-sensitive and dissociates at high salt concentration (7, 15) . These results clearly demonstrate, therefore, that interaction between FNR and Fd results in alteration of the properties of the diaphorase reaction catalyzed by FNR. The conditions optimal for the diaphorase reaction in the presence of Fd are similar to those required for the Cyt c reductase activity as well as the photoreduction of NADP during the final steps of the photosynthetic electron transport. Our possible explanation is that the interaction between Fd and FNR causes a change of the conformation of the FNR molecule and thereby affects its affinity for DCPIP. A similar explanation might also be valid for Cyt c reduction as well.
The mode of the electron transfer mediated by FNR in the diaphorase reaction is pH dependent; a two electron transfer reaction above 9.0 and a single electron transfer reaction below pH 9.0 (9). The mechanism of the diaphorase reaction is apparently modified by the FNR:Fd interaction such that the sife for DCPIP reduction may be different at the higher pH optimum in the absence of Fd and the lower pH optimum in the presence of Fd. At low salt concentration, the pH optimum for the Cyt c reductase was shifted from pH 6.5 to 7.0 (Melamed-Harel and Tel-Or, unpublished) while the pH optimum for the Fd-stimulated diaphorase reaction was shifted from pH 8.5 to 7.8. These results suggest that the catalytic conformations of the FNR molecule in the Fd-stimulated diaphorase and Cyt c reductase are similar.
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